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Not an official AERA Publication

NEWSLETTER
of the
AERA Special Interest Group on
CREATION AND UTIUZATION OF CURRICULUM KNOWLEDGE
Issue No. 10 March, 1977
At the 1977 Annual Meeting of AERA the SIG will sponsor two formal sessions: 14.11 (Wednesday,
April 6, 12:25-1:55, Trianon Rendezvous, Hilton), "Creation and Utilization of Curriculum Knowledge," a
paper presentation Session and the formal business meeting of the SIG; and 21.03 (Thursday, April 7,
10:35-12:05, East Ballroom, Hilton), "Sociopolitical Influences on the Curriculum and on Curriculum
Research," a symposium. In addition to these two formally scheduled sessions, the Coordinating
Committee of the SIG will meet informally with all interested members to discuss future directions and to
formulate resolutions and nominate a slate of officers for the coming year for presentation at the business
meeting. This informal meeting of the SIG will be Tuesday, April 5, in the Americana, most probably the
Malmaison room. (At the time of this writing the Malmaison had been requested but its availability still
unconfirmed. Should it be unavailable, the specific place of the meeting will be prominently posted at the
entrance to the Malmaison and elsewhere.)
I urge all interested members of the SIG to attend this meeting with the Coordinating Committee. It is
where most of the decisions affecting the future of the SIG will actually be made, and we wish to provide
a forum in which the ideas and suggestions of all members can be heard. In addition to nominating
officers, we must deal specifically with actions taken recently by AERA concerning annual meeting
program time for SIGs and requiring SIGs to assess members a minimum annual dues of $2. Beyond
these specifics, consideration of future directions for the SIG is urgent. We may continue with our present
focus on knowledge about curriculum or broaden it to include more directly concerns about curriculum
theory and curriculum policy. My own sense is that there is now a substantial need to establish a network
of curriculum scholars and some means of distributing experiment all papers and ideas within this
network. Also pressing is the need to keep NIE alerted to the desirability of the establishment of a
national center or clearing-house for the identification, classification, and distribution of research on
curriculum.
Finally, I am pleased to announce that members of the SIG (either with this Newsletter or under
separate cover) are receiving a copy of William Schubert's A Chronology of Curriculum Development
Literature, a bibliography listing all currently identified twentieth century books on curriculum development
written in English. This bibliography will remain an invaluable reference work for curriculum researchers
for into the future. The SIG could not have made this document available to members under the current
dues structure without the help of Professor Schubert and institutional support from the Universities of
Rhode Island and Rochester. Nonetheless, this bibliography is the first of what we expect to be a series
of selected curriculum documents and papers distributed to SIG members.
George Willis
Chairperson

In addition to the symposium, our SIG is sponsoring a session of papers on April 6. Professor
George A. Beauchamp of Northwestern University will chair this session. The session will include the

following papers:
The Effects of Curriculum Organizational Structure on Curriculum innovation, Dennis G. Kelly, University
of Michigan.
Child Development and Curriculum Development: A Case of Conceptual Confusion, Laurel H. Tanner, Temple
University

The Naturalistic Metaphor in Curricular History, Steven Selden, University of Pennsylvania
The Literature of Curriculum Development, William H. Schubert, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
The session of papers will be followed by a short business meeting of our SIG, chaired by Professor
George Willis of the University of Rhode Island.
Daniel Tanner
Rutgers University
Due to actions taken in December by the Association Council of AERA which affect the beginning
and ending dates of the membership year of SIG and the dues structure of SIGs, you receive no request
in this newsletter to renew your membership. At the SIG business meeting in New York a new dues
structure and membership year will be set. In late April or in May you will receive this information and a
request to renew your membership.
A meeting of the Coordinating Committee of the SIG and the general membership to discuss
business matters and future directions will be held Tuesday, April 5, 2:15-3:45, in the Americana
(tentatively scheduled for the Malmaison room). All members are invited to attend.
S.I.G. member Professor E. L. Simpson announces publication of her Humanistic Education: An
Interpretation. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Ballinger, 1976.
Future newsletter items to the editor:
William F. Pinar

University of Rochester
College of Education
Rochester, New York 14627
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NEWLETTER ISSUE No. 10
(Addendum)
Professor Tanner wishes to call special attention to AERA meeting session
21.00 Sociopolitical Influences on the Curriculum and on Curriculum Research.
Professor Tanner will chair. Participants include Harry Proudy, Amatai
Etzioni, Arthur Foshay, Gordon MacKenzie, and James McClellan.
Among issues to be discussed include the following:
l) Influence of social policy on curriculum development
2) Bias in curriculum research

3) The

myth of objectivity in curriculum research

William Pillar
Newsletter Editor

AERA SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP:

"CREATION AND UTILIZATION OF CURRICULUM KNOWLEDGE”

AERA has recently required SIG's to establish dues of at least $2.00.
The decision of the Council of the SIG on "Creation and Utilization of
Curriculum Knowledge" last year was to raise the dues to $3.00 per year and
to increase services during this coming year.
During the 1977—78 year, members will receive several issues of the Newsletter
and a bibliography, William Schubert's A Chronology of Curriculum Development
Literature, a 30—page listing of twentieth century books in English on Curriculum
Development. It is also expected that other papers by members will be made available
to the membership during the year. Dues also go toward payment to AERA for Annual
Meeting program space.
Membership for 1977—78 will be valid upon payment of $3.00 to SIG Secretary—
Treasurer:
Edmund C. Short
141 Chambers Building
College of Education
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
Enclosed is $3.00
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Graduate Student
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